
Earthright™ Energy Dashboard
  A window to the world of 
 energy consumption and conservation.
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Now you can actually see how well your building is con-
serving energy, and show the world at the same time. All 
through the simple and concise Earthright Energy Dash-
board from Delta Controls.

Consumption and conservation, savings 
and sustainability.
Charts and gauges reflect your building’s energy consump-
tion and conservation, energy savings and commitment to 
sustainability. Information is presented in an attractive, easy 
to understand series of displays—or dashboards—highlight-
ing such topics as water, electricity or natural gas con-
sumption.

Whether via kiosk, Internet or building lobby display, our 
Energy Dashboard can graphically compare energy con-
sumption from year to year, display current weather 
conditions and forecasts, highlight conservation efforts, 
reveal energy-saving tips, and more. 

Your building’s green features can be showcased to edu-
cate tenants and encourage overall energy responsibility. 
In short, you demonstrate your commitment to sustain-
ability and encourage others to do the same.

Earthright Energy Dashboard: A view toward a greener planet.



Resource Pages: Gas, Water, Electricity
- Multiple resources can be monitored (e.g, water, gas,  
 electricity or oil)
- Bar graphs display resource consumption over given  
 period
- Option to display HVAC/lighting/plug load consumption
- Display comparison data from historical time periods,  
 benchmarks or goals
- Graphs provide occupants with information that can help  
 them reduce energy in facility
- Settings can be changed dynamically to improve under- 
 standing of data

Weather Page Features
-Display current weather conditions & next day’s forecast

Earthright: Delta Control’s 
focus on sustainability

For more than 30 years Delta 

Controls has consistently 

developed innovative products 

to make it easy for any kind of 

building, large or small, to re-

duce energy consumption and 

costs. And since intelligent, 

energy-efficient solutions 

promote a greener planet, we 

will continue to develop pro-

ducts, people and Partners to 

create better building environ-

ments that are healthy for oc-

cupants and good for the earth. 

Delta Controls, an Earthright 

decision for your building 

and our world.

Home Page Features
- Display current energy demand; multiple energy   
 resources can be monitored
- Current consumption of resources displayed on gauges;  
 current day’s consumption trended on line chart
- Display current, highest and lowest demand; daily con- 
 sumption total tracked on meter in center of gauge
- Multiple locations can be chosen via Current Location  
 button
- A random Green Fact is displayed and updated each time  
 the page is updated

Green Facts Page Features
- Display educational tips on reducing energy usage;   
 showcase building’s green features and environmental  
 initiatives
- Large image accompanies each green fact, as well as  
 caption in large viewable font
- Facts & images are cycled automatically in random order 
- Images and text are customized by Delta Partner or   
 facility staff
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